The power of
diversification
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Diversify using multiple
index strategies
Most people recognize the importance of diversifying their investments. Diversification serves as a growth
engine, providing access to a wider variety of investments that may help grow money in all types of market
conditions, and as a tool to help lessen volatility within a portfolio over time.
Delaware Life Insurance Company fixed index annuities offer clients the flexibility to invest their money in one
or a combination of index strategies and crediting options, helping you properly diversify your clients' assets
based on their unique needs and goals.

S&P 500® Index
Widely considered the leading
benchmark of the U.S. equities
market, the Standard & Poor’s 500
Index includes 500 of the largest
companies on the New York Stock
Exchange and Nasdaq.
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Morgan Stanley Global
Opportunities Index (MSGO)
Tracks and invests in multiple asset
classes of equities, fixed-income rates,
and commodity futures. The dynamic
rebalancing of fixed-income and bond
components helps mitigate the risk
of downtrends in volatile or rising
interest rate environments.

First Trust Capital Strength®
Barclays 5% Index

RBA Select Equity Yield
CIBC 5% Index

Provides exposure to U.S. equities
and treasuries–selects 50 large-cap
U.S. stocks in the Nasdaq and
utilizes an equally weighted portfolio
of four Barclays U.S. Treasury futures
indexes to capture optimal
risk-adjusted returns.

Value investing strategy focuses
on enhancing total returns by investing
in the top 100 U.S. large-cap
dividend-paying stocks, concentrating
exclusively on stocks that produce
reliable, sustainable dividends.
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Enhance diversification with
different interest crediting options
Unfortunately, many fixed index annuity investors share a common misconception—they believe that an index
like the S&P 500® provides all the diversification they need. But in fact, they may be missing out on access to
other important markets, sectors, and investing strategies that perform differently under similar conditions.
And many investors may fail to recognize the significant role the different index crediting strategies can play
in their overall diversification plan.

Strategy

Asset Classes

Geography

Crediting Options

S&P 500® Index

Equity

United States

1-Year point-to-point with cap
1-Year point-to-point with
participation rate

First Trust Capital Strength® Equity,
Barclays 5% Index
treasuries

United States

Morgan Stanley Global
Opportunities Index

Equity, bonds,
commodities

United States,
1-Year point-to-point with
Germany, Japan participation rate

RBA Select Equity Yield
CIBC 5% Index

Equity

United States

1-Year point-to-point with spread

1-Year Fixed Rate

Fixed income

United States

Annual

1-Year point-to-point with
participation rate
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Diversifying among indices and crediting
options can improve performance
Since no one has a crystal ball telling them how markets will perform, having the flexibility to select multiple
index strategies and crediting options may help insulate your clients from irrational behavior when markets are
volatile. With the ability to mix and match crediting options and indices, Delaware Life gives your clients the
opportunity to optimize diversification so they can take advantage of opportunities to grow their money.
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022*

First
Trust
8.21%

S&P 500
Cap
5.70%

RBA
14.30%

MSGO
10.33%

Fixed
Rate
2.35%

S&P 500
Cap
5.70%

First
Trust
17.81%

Fixed
Rate
2.35%

First
Trust
9.67%

MSGO
5.96%

S&P 500
Par
8.87%

Fixed
Rate
2.35%

MSGO
6.85%

First
Trust
5.60%

First
Trust
12.90%

First
Trust
8.94%

MSGO
0.96%

RBA
5.58%

RBA
12.85%

First
Trust
0.16%

S&P 500
Par
9.53%

S&P 500
Cap
5.70%

RBA
7.10%

RBA
0.72%

Fixed
Rate
2.35%

S&P 500
Par
9.77%

S&P 500
Par
4.29%

S&P 500
Cap
5.70%

S&P 500
Cap
0.00%

MSGO
4.09%

S&P 500
Par
6.41%

S&P 500
Cap
0.00%

MSGO
9.26%

S&P 500
Par
5.37%

S&P 500
Cap
5.70%

S&P 500
Cap
0.00%

RBA
0.63%

MSGO
4.16%

MSGO
7.09%

RBA
4.92%

S&P 500
Par
0.00%

S&P 500
Par
3.15%

S&P 500
Cap
5.70%

S&P 500
Par
0.00%

RBA
6.48%

Fixed
Rate
2.35%

First
Trust
5.05%

S&P 500
Par
0.00%

S&P 500
Cap
0.00%

RBA
3.65%

S&P 500
Cap
5.70%

S&P 500
Par
3.76%

RBA
0.00%

First
Trust
3.06%

MSGO
4.50%

RBA
0.00%

S&P 500
Cap
5.70%

First
Trust
1.17%

Fixed
Rate
2.35%

First
Trust
0.00%

S&P 500
Par
0.00%

Fixed
Rate
2.35%

Fixed
Rate
2.35%

Fixed
Rate
2.35%

First
Trust
0.00%

Fixed
Rate
2.35%

Fixed
Rate
2.35%

MSGO
0.00%

Fixed
Rate
2.35%

RBA
0.00%

MSGO
0.72%

MSGO
0.00%

S&P 500® Index with 5.70% cap
S&P 500 Index with 33% participation rate
®

	First Trust Capital Strength® Barclays 5% Index with 105%
participation rate

	Morgan Stanley Global Opportunities (MSGO) Index with 105%
participation rate
	RBA Select Equity Yield CIBC 5% Index with 0.10% spread
1-Year fixed rate: 2.35%

*As of 3/31/2022.
The inception dates of the indices shown in the chart above are as follows: 1) S&P 500® Index is March 4, 1957; 2) First Trust Capital Strength®
Barclays 5% Index is March 25, 2020; 3) Morgan Stanley Global Opportunities Index is July 17, 2017; 4) RBA Select Equity Yield CIBC 5%
Index is March 6, 2020. Any performance shown prior to the inception date is back-tested, meaning that it was derived by applying the
index methodology to periods prior to the index inception date and shows how the index might have performed over that time period
had the index existed. No investor did or could have achieved the back-tested index performance. Unlike actual performance, the
back-tested performance results are hypothetical, based on criteria applied retroactively with the benefit of hindsight and knowledge
of factors that may have positively affected the performance, and cannot account for risk factors that may affect actual performance.
Back-tested index performance should not be given the same consideration as live index performance. Back-tested index performance
does not reflect actual investment results, nor should it be viewed as a prediction of performance in the future, but reflects results for a
back-tested methodology.
Actual performance will be determined by the index crediting strategy chosen by the contract owner. Index crediting strategies apply
additional criteria, such as a Cap, Spread or Participation Rate, to actual index performance after the annuity contract is issued. The
hypothetical performance shown is for sample index crediting strategies that also include back-tested index performance for any periods
prior to the index inception date. It does not represent the performance of a specific product and is for illustrative purposes only. The
Cap, Spread and Participation Rates used in calculating the hypothetical results may differ from the annuity contract terms if and when
issued and are subject to change by the insurer which could substantially affect the hypothetical results.
It is unlikely that actual index crediting strategies will repeat either actual historical performance or back-tested hypothetical
performance. Actual values will vary, perhaps materially, from those shown in the hypothetical examples. Past performance does not
guarantee future results.
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Road map for diversification
As we mentioned on page 2, Delaware Life fixed index annuities offer clients the flexibility to invest their
money in one or a combination of index strategies and crediting options, giving you the flexibility to give your
clients a road map to diversification—a custom allocation based on their unique needs and goals.
But how far does that diversification go? And what makes these four indices complementary when building
a portfolio? Let’s take a closer look inside each index to determine why they work well when combined with
each other.

Morgan Stanley Global
Opportunities Index

S&P 500® Index
Why include this index in a diversified portfolio?
•	Provides exposure to 500 leading U.S. publicly
traded companies, with a primary emphasis on
market capitalization.
•	Tends to perform well in rising markets,
periods of economic recovery (following
market corrections), and during periods
of low market volatility.

First Trust Capital Strength®
Barclays 5% Index
Why include this index in a diversified portfolio?
•	Combines stable growth with a diversified
portfolio that provides exposure to both
U.S. equities and treasuries.
•	Provides the potential to outperform
in volatile markets, sustained market
downturns, liquidity crises, or flights to
quality in U.S. equity investments.

Why include this index in a diversified portfolio?
•	Offers multi-asset, global exposure to equities
and bonds in the U.S., Germany, and Japan, plus
a variety of commodities.
•	Provides the potential to outperform when
international equities, commodities, global
fixed income, or global interest rates exhibit
stronger trends than U.S. equities.

RBA Select Equity Yield CIBC 5% Index
Why include this index in a diversified portfolio?
•	Seeks to enhance portfolio returns through
a targeted set of reliable, sustainable,
dividend-paying equities.
•	The combination of competitive, stable
stock dividends and capital appreciation
provides the potential to outperform more
traditional growth stocks when value stocks
outperform–in periods of economic recovery
or in low-return environments.

Unleash the power of DIVERSIFICATION
For clients who want to protect their money from market loss, but also need the opportunity for
growth, Target Growth 10® offers them both. And with the ability to mix and match index strategies
and crediting options, Target Growth 10® helps optimize diversification, taking advantage of upside
opportunity across markets and sectors.
For our most current rates, a customized illustration, and additional sales and marketing support,
please contact your IMO or email IMOSupport@DLMarketing.com.
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Important information
Standard & Poor’s®
The Standard & Poor’s 500® (“S&P 500®”) is a product of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC or its affiliates (“SPDJI”) and has been licensed
for use by Delaware Life Insurance Company (“Delaware Life”). Standard & Poor’s® and S&P® are registered trademarks of Standard
& Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”); Dow Jones® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”);
and these trademarks have been licensed for use by SPDJI and sublicensed for certain purposes by Delaware Life. Target Growth
10® is not sponsored, endorsed, sold, or promoted by SPDJI, Dow Jones, S&P®, or their respective affiliates and no such parties make
any representation regarding the advisability of investing in such product(s) nor do they have any liability for any errors, omissions, or
interruptions of the S&P 500®.
Barclays and First Trust®
Neither Barclays Bank PLC ("BB PLC") nor any of its affiliates (collectively ‘Barclays’) is the issuer or producer of Delaware Life Target
Growth 10® fixed index annuity and Barclays has no responsibilities, obligations or duties to investors in Delaware Life Target Growth
10®. The First Trust Capital Strength® Barclays 5% Index (the 'Index'), together with any Barclays indices that are components of the
Index, is a trademark owned by Barclays and, together with any component indices and index data, is licensed for use by Delaware Life
Insurance Company as the issuer or producer of Delaware Life Target Growth 10® fixed index annuity (the 'Issuer’).
Barclays’ only relationship with the Issuer in respect of the Index is the licensing of the Index, which is administered, compiled and
published by BB PLC in its role as the index sponsor (the ‘Index Sponsor’) without regard to the Issuer or the Delaware Life Target
Growth 10® or investors in the Delaware Life Target Growth 10®. Additionally, Delaware Life Insurance Company as issuer or producer
of Delaware Life Target Growth 10® may for itself execute transaction(s) with Barclays in or relating to the Index in connection with
Delaware Life Target Growth 10®. Investors acquire Delaware Life Target Growth 10® from Delaware Life Insurance Company and
investors neither acquire any interest in the Index nor enter into any relationship of any kind whatsoever with Barclays upon making an
investment in Delaware Life Target Growth 10®. The Delaware Life Target Growth 10® is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by
Barclays and Barclays makes no representation regarding the advisability of the Delaware Life Target Growth 10® or use of the Index or
any data included therein. Barclays shall not be liable in any way to the Issuer, investors or to other third parties in respect of the use or
accuracy of the Index or any data included therein.
Morgan Stanley
This product is not sponsored, endorsed, sold, or promoted by Morgan Stanley or any of its affiliates. Neither Morgan Stanley nor any
other party (including, without limitation, any calculation agents or data providers) makes any representation or warranty, express
or implied, regarding the advisability of purchasing this product. The Morgan Stanley Global Opportunities Index (the “Index”) is the
exclusive property of Morgan Stanley. Morgan Stanley and the Index are service marks of Morgan Stanley and have been licensed for
use by Delaware Life Insurance Company for certain purposes. Morgan Stanley will not have any obligation or liability to owners of this
product in connection with the administration or marketing of this product, and neither Morgan Stanley nor any other party guarantees
the accuracy and/or the completeness of the Index or any data included therein. Morgan Stanley and its affiliates may engage in
transactions involving components of the Index for their proprietary accounts and/or for accounts of their clients, which may affect
the value of such components and the level of the Index.
No purchaser, seller, or holder of this instrument, or any other person or entity, should use or refer to any Morgan Stanley trade name,
trademark, or service mark to sponsor, endorse, market, or promote this product without first contacting Morgan Stanley to determine
whether Morgan Stanley’s permission is required. Under no circumstances may any person or entity claim any affiliation with Morgan
Stanley without the prior written permission of Morgan Stanley.
There are risks associated with any product linked to this Index:
•	Allocation to a crediting method using the Index provides the potential for interest to be credited based in part on the
performance of the Index.
•	The Index may not increase in value due to a number of factors and as a result there may be no interest credited to the annuity
contract.
•	Because the Index has a consistent volatility target, the Index performance will not match the performance of the underlying Index
components and may dampen the performance of the Index in rising markets.
•	The Index has a limited performance history and past performance is no indication of future performance.
•	The Index may be composed of a small number of index components at any given time and the performance of the Index involves
risk associated with international and U.S. equities and bonds, commodities, and precious metals, which may impact the Index
value and the interest credited to the annuity contract.
Premiums allocated to a crediting method using the Index is not a direct investment in the stock markets, bond markets, commodities,
precious metals, or in the index. Purchasers of products linked to the Index will have no access to the components underlying the
Index. The Index is calculated on an excess return basis.
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CIBC
The RBA Select Equity Yield CIBC 5% IndexTM (the “Index”) is the exclusive property of Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
(Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, together with its affiliates, “CIBC”). CIBC has engaged Solactive AG (together with its affiliates,
“Solactive”) to maintain and to make certain calculations related to the Index. “Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce”, “CIBC” and the
names of the “Index” (collectively, the “CIBC Marks”) are trademarks or service marks of CIBC. CIBC has licensed use of the Index and
the CIBC Marks to Delaware Life Insurance Company (“DLIC”) for use in one or more products offered by DLIC (the “Product(s)”). CIBC
developed the Index without considering the needs of DLIC or any annuity owner or annuitant. CIBC is not the issuer of the Products
and its sole contractual relationship with DLIC is to license the use of the Index and the CIBC Marks to DLIC.
Richard Bernstein Advisors LLC (“RBA”) contributed to the development of the Index without considering the needs of DLIC or
any annuity owner or annuitant. Neither CIBC, RBA or Solactive make any representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding
the Index or their development and have no responsibilities, obligations or liabilities with respect to the inception, adjustment,
maintenance, operation or calculation of the Index. None of CIBC, RBA or Solactive are affiliated with each other or control or are
controlled by each other. “RBA Richard Bernstein Advisors®” is a registered trademark of RBA. RBA has licensed certain rights to CIBC
to use its name in connection with the Index.
None of CIBC, RBA, Solactive or any other third-party licensor (collectively, the “Index Parties”) to CIBC is acting, or has been
authorized to act, as an agent of DLIC or has in any way sponsored, promoted, solicited, negotiated, endorsed, offered, sold, issued,
supported, structured or priced any Products or provided investment advice to DLIC. No Index Party is a fiduciary or agent of any
purchaser, seller or holder of any Product, or has made any representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the advisability of
purchasing, selling or holding any Product or the ability of any Index to track corresponding or relative market performance. Purchasers
of any Product neither acquire any interest in any Index nor enter into any relationship of any kind whatsoever with any of the Index
Parties. No Index Party guarantees the timeliness, accurateness, or completeness of any Index or any data or information relating
thereto and shall have no liability in connection with any Index or any data or information relating thereto. No Index Party shall have
any liability with respect to any Product, nor any liability for any loss relating to any Product, whether arising directly or indirectly from
the use of any Index, its methodology, or otherwise. The selection of any Index for use with any Product does not obligate DLIC to
invest in the components of such Index. Any obligation to invest annuity premiums or other amounts received under the Products is
determined solely by DLIC.
Solactive is a trademark and service mark of Solactive AG. Solactive is not affiliated with DLIC or CIBC. Solactive’s association with
CIBC is limited to Solactive’s role to act as the administrator and calculation agent of the Index, which is the exclusive property of
CIBC. The Products are not sponsored, promoted, sold or supported in any other manner by Solactive nor does Solactive offer any
express or implicit guarantee or assurance either with regard to the results of using the Index and/or Index trademark or any Index level
at any time or in any other respect.
In calculating the level of the Index, the index methodology may deduct a maintenance fee. This fee will reduce the level of the Index
and thus the Index’s return, if any. Furthermore, any Index that includes a volatility control as part of the index methodology may result
in less fluctuation in rates of return as compared to indices without volatility controls. It may also reduce the overall rate of return for
products referencing such Index as compared to other indices not subject to volatility controls.
Delaware Life
Annuities are long-term investment vehicles designed for retirement purposes. They are not intended to replace emergency funds, to
be used as income for day-to-day expenses, or to fund short-term savings goals. Delaware Life Insurance annuities have limitations,
exclusions, charges, termination provisions, and terms for keeping them in force. Please contact your financial professional for
complete details.
A fixed index annuity is not a registered security or stock market investment and does not directly participate in any stock or equity
investments or index.
Guarantees are backed by the financial strength and claims-paying ability of Delaware Life Insurance Company (Waltham, MA).
Policies and contracts are issued by Delaware Life Insurance Company. For use with policy forms ICC17-DLIC-FIA-17, DLIC-FIA-17.
Policy and rider form numbers may vary by state. Products, riders, and features may vary by state, and may not be available in all states.
Products may vary by firm/broker-dealer. Ask your financial professional for more information.
Delaware Life Insurance Company (Waltham, MA) is authorized to transact business in all states (except New York), the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, and is a member of Group One Thousand One, LLC (Group1001).
This communication is for informational purposes only. It is not intended to provide, and should not be interpreted as, individualized
investment, legal, or tax advice. To obtain such advice, please consult with your investment, legal, or tax professional.
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